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Sample URL:
http://<host>:<port>/TimeSeriesServer/sorce_ssi.csv?
wavelength,irradiance&time%3E=2009-01-01&time%3C2009-01-02

LISIRD 2: Applying Standards and Open Source 
Software in Exploring and Serving Scientific Data

Other File 
services: zip 
file creation, 
etc.

Local Model runs
e.g., FISM, SRPM

The LASP Interactive Solar IRradiance 
Datacenter (LISIRD) provides exploration 
of and access to solar irradiance data and 
other related datasets.

These datasets are generally not a function 
of latitude and longitude, but rather a 
function of time and perhaps also 
wavelength.  Their measurements are 
typically made on a scale of seconds and 
derived products are provided on a daily 
scale.
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External Data 
Acquisition

The Internet
JEE Implementation
JEE is a standard for server 
programming.   It is supported by 
the open source Java 
implemented by Sun.
 

Other 
supporting 
Applications

Ingredients:
Solar Spectral Irradiance, Total 
Solar Irradiance, PSPT Images, 
Solar Models, Space Weather 
Measurements, Mission Data Files

Data Store

Disk File Formats:
ascii, binary, NetCDF, 
HDF, IDL .sav, ...

LISIRD

Web Service Interface
Provides a RESTful API for 
software clients to retrieve data

Browser Interface:
Provides interactive zooming, 
panning, and linked plots of 
multiple datasets so that users can 
graphically browse the data.   
Users can download full or 
subsetted datasets in a variety of 
output formats. 

Time Series Data Server
OPeNDAP compliant open source middleware that provides 
high level abstractions for accessing time based data. Supports 
scalar, vector, and spectra data types.  

By leveraging the Unidata Common Data Model, the TSDS is 
easily extensible to read and write a variety of input and output 
formats.  Also supports filter chaining, thinning,

Leveraged Open Source Technologies:
OPeNDAP, Unidata NetCDF-Java

Web Service Interface
Provides RESTful API for 
external data providers to 
publish data

Open source plotting tools: 
Amcharts, JQuery, Flot

Output formats: 
comma separated 
values, IDL .sav files, 
NetCDF, HDF, ...

Data vetting, 
publishing 

Benefits of Open Source Software

While reliance on propriety software may hold the promise of 
ease of use in return for a purchased product and support, 
the reality is that it doesnʼt always turn out that way.  A vendor  
can decide to terminate support for a product on which your 
software project relies.  Or, a vendor may dispute licensing 
terms, which can result in lengthy negotiations and increased 
license costs or the cost of switching to a different solution.  

Open source software:
• can provide high quality, value and cutting innovation at no 
up front cost
• can lower barriers to access or switching
• avoids vender lock-in
• provides more certainty about your rights to use a product
• is about diverse communities
• is about sharing: ideas, code, innovation

Coming next:
Metadata browsing and 
data discovery

Solar 
Irradiance 
Data Soup

Disk Files
Relational 
Databases

Sample URL:
http://<host>:<port>/lisird-beta/resources/
full_mission_text_files/full_sorce_time_series.zip


